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Woodlands

Woodlands theme park is a forest gem with log flumes,
mini zoo and camping
Free theme park entry when you camp
Most cafes on site are cash only and the cash point on
site costs £1.99. Cash up before you come!
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Blackpool
sands

The avalanche sit on tray is a white-knuckle ride
The beach cones with a wooden-decked beach bar,
yellow sand and crystal waters.

Dartmouth

Bring cash for the car park
Eat fish and chips on the historic harbour
Take a ferry if you have time
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Dartmoor
ponies great
and small

If you like a shiny car door, avoid the back lanes of
Dartmouth
Look out for the wild ponies of Dartmoor
At the Miniature Pony Centre children can wander
around fields patting herd of knee-high ponies
Meet a giant donkey
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Star gazing

Don’t miss the chance to join in with the herding at the
end of the day
Stay in the middle of the moor at Dartmoor YHA for
dark skies star gazing opportunities
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Castle Drogo
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Okehampton
YHA and
Activity Centre
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Lydford
Gorge

Dartmoor
prison
museum
Horseriding

The newest castle in the land is still a work in progress.
The gardens are good for a stroll and a game of tennis
Try your hand at canoeing or rock climbing at
Okehampton YHA activity centre
When booking a climbing session follow the activity van
from the hostel rather than meeting them at the cliff
face. Very easy to get the wrong cliff.
A pretty National Trust woodland walk leading to the
dramatic Devil’s Cauldron waterfall.
Beware of the slippy rock path along the side of the
gorge
Check out the cheery prisoner made gnomes and
chilling confiscated weapon collection
From Cholwell Riding stables trek straight out on to the
moors for an hour for £25

